Dassault Systèmes Delivers New, Innovative Realistic
Simulation Technology in SIMULIA’s Abaqus 6.11
Release
Nonlinear Structural Optimization, Electromagnetic Analysis, and
GPU-Support Highlight Latest Release of Abaqus
VÉLIZY-VILLACOUBLAY, France and PROVIDENCE, R.I., USA, May 18, 2011 — Dassault
Systèmes (Euronext Paris: #13065, DSY.PA), a world leader in 3D and Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) solutions, today announced new nonlinear structural optimization, coupled
multiphysics, and high-performance computing technology available in Abaqus 6.11, the leading
unified FEA product suite from SIMULIA.
With new capabilities and more than 100 customer-requested enhancements, Abaqus 6.11
delivers on SIMULIA’s strategic commitment to provide scalable, high-quality realistic simulation
solutions. SIMULIA customers in a wide range of industries—including aerospace, automotive,
consumer packaged goods, energy, and life sciences—are using Abaqus to explore the realworld physical behavior of products and materials, in order to improve performance, reliability
and safety, while reducing development time and costs.
“Meeting our customers’ demands to simulate the true-to-life behavior of their products drives
our strategy of developing the most innovative and robust realistic simulation solutions
possible,” stated Pat Cadrin, director of product management, SIMULIA, Dassault Systèmes.
“With Abaqus 6.11, we have delivered new capabilities that allow users to analyze a broader
range of multiphysics problems, leverage the latest high performance computing technologies,
and accelerate the optimization of their designs. This release clearly demonstrates our
commitment to enabling our customers to be more productive and efficient, and therefore more
competitive in their race-to-market.”
Abaqus 6.11 marks the first release of the Abaqus Topology Optimization Module (ATOM). This
add-on product enables Abaqus users to perform topology and shape optimization for single
parts and assemblies, while taking into account large deformation, material nonlinearity and
contact.
“We are exploring the possible uses of ATOM on different nonlinear models and customer
cases,” said Rob van Tol, program manager of Virtual Engineering at Sirris, a technological
services company in Belgium. “We are impressed by the way ATOM has been integrated in
Abaqus and we believe that nonlinear topology optimization will provide significant time and cost
savings during our customer’s product development process as well as enable them to be more
innovative in finding the best design to meet their product’s performance requirements.”
Abaqus 6.11 also introduces a new electromagnetics solution technology to solve problems
requiring time-harmonic eddy current analysis, such as the hardening of a bearing surface due

to induction. In addition, this release provides a new smoothed particle hydrodynamics
capability for modeling violent free-surface flows, such as fluid sloshing.
Additionally, customers will benefit from improved performance in Abaqus 6.11, including
support for graphics processing units (GPU). “The ability to run more design candidates while
shortening engineering cycles is the future of computer-aided engineering,” said Andrew Cresci,
general manager of strategic alliances in NVIDIA’s Professional Solutions Group. “CUDA-based
GPU acceleration in Abaqus 6.11 can provide a 2x speed up for a range of models and
industries, helping SIMULIA customers dramatically improve their workflow and deliver higher
quality products to market, faster.”
For more new Abaqus 6.11 features and enhancements visit:
www.simulia.com/products/abaqus_fea.
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